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Ref. Docket 50-2895P, 24I-Unit 1, Middletown, PA

Dear Mr. Ahearne,

I as writing to you in regard to the 24I-1, noted above, and in
resposte to a letter sent me by Mr. W. P Boris of comsumers Power Co. I may be
somewhat predjediced in being a stockhoicer of both companies, but as a retiree
my income is also dependent on the di,vidends of both companies as well as SS.

The accident occured in March 1979, ri!-1 was not affected. Almost
two years have gone by and your co:: mission has not made up its mind yet on ntI-1.
Why are you sitting on your hands? I wish I had the power to hold up ycur salarias
until you made a decision to put an undamaged plant back in operation.

This plant should be put back into operation as soon as nossible.
The country needs that low cost power. We need to get OPEC off our backs. The
country needs the tax dollars and us stockholders need our dividends. GPU needs
the income to help t'--o up tiI-2. Your delay is making a basket case out of
GPU and making anor ysler. Then, why do you delay, delay and delay in putting
this plant back it. ..lon?

I assume that you have recourse to the advice of reclear engineers
and scientists, and also to the advice of others, less informed. You have to cons-
ider everybody. However, what I fail to understand is why advice is taken from
loud mouth uniformed crties who co,nsider themselves self-appointed experts in
nu: lear engeogyet who would hesitata to critite ther brain surgeons who have
equal qualifications,but in a different field. John Connelly said it in a mouth-
full "More people were killed at Chappiquidick than at Three Mile Island"

Of course, there is risk. But there is a greater need to get this
country stryng again, in spite of risk. We need power. We need more nuclear plants.
In fact,15 we don' t do it we could become a sitting duck for Russia to take over,
a such bigger risk, affecting everyone in this country-and even the above-mentioned
salaries of NRC commission members. -

'

Copies of this letter is being sent to President Ronald Reagan
and Ms/ I,ori Dubiel, of Friends and Family of 24I.

N Respectfully yours,
& % '

h' O s . Charles A. Adams
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